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H E R  V I S I O N
"I am the hope of my ancestors prayers." - Tamara Ravelo
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Breaking Cycles. 

Healing Pasts. 

Changing Futures.
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T A M A R A ' S  M I S S I O N

To offer decolonial healing projects of spiritual nurture

for Indigenous peoples + all marginalized persons

along with their allies towards a more healed world.
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A B O U T  T H E
T A M A R A  R A V E L O
Tamara Ravelo emerges from the Quechan Indian Tribe (pronounced
Kwuh-tsan), where she proudly reps her Indigenous culture. Her
grandmother Denise Dugan was an Indigenous boarding school
survivor. Hence, Tamara, family members, and her community
constantly encounter its generational challenges. Tamara often says
she is the hope of her ancestors prayers. In turn, she endeavors to
impart that hope to others wherever she goes.

Tamara has an earned master’s in business (MBA) and currently
attends Yale University as a MDiv candidate to receive her degree in
2023’. At Yale she leads as president and also serves as a consultant
to the oldest African-American Congregational UCC church in the
world which started in the 1820’s by the enslaved. Additionally,
Tamara is a faculty member at the Inner Visions Institute for Spiritual
Development led in leadership by Rev. Dr. Iyana Vanzant, where she
teaches a course on ancient wisdom and world religion. 

Then, at Salem Covenant Church in Washington Depot, CT, she
serves as Assistant Pastor, where she loves prayer and creating
spaces for others to heal; however, that may come. In her other life,
she is a communications strategenious, specializing in marketing,
branding, graphic design, web, publications and other forms of media.
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W O R K  W I T H  T A M A R A

HEALER

Having studied healing from
the Indigenous perspective
for many years, Tamara
brings an insightful, unique,
varied approach to this work.
Her model is that challenges
are only an opportunity for
hope and a chance to do it
differently. 

SPEAKER

Tamara delivers! She
teaches, preaches, speaks
and facilitates. Those who
encounter her on the journey
move forward feeling
motivated, inspired, and
ready to cultivate a deeper,
more meaningful lived reality.

THOUGHT LEADER

Transcending a life of
challenge to one of success,
Tamara realizes the only
limits that bind us is the ones
we put on ourselves. She is a
spiritual influencer, expert,
professional and intellectual
who uses her giftings in
supporting others to “Get In
for the WIN!” 

AMBASSADOR

Are you looking to make a
positive impact in the world
through your brand?
Through Tamara’s digital,
entertainment, educational,
ecclesiastical network
imagine the impact you will
have. Partner with her to be
a champion for change that
matters. 
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HEALER. 

SPEAKER. 

THOUGHT LEADER. 

AMBASSADOR.
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Get in for the WIN with new strategies

Get in for the WIN to heal after a broken heart Get in for the WIN after trauma

Get in for the WIN with diversity and inclusion

Get in for the WIN with spiritual practices and principles

Get in for the WIN with your business and brand

SIGNATURE
TOPICS

"Get  in  for  the  WIN!"



Tamara is a healer, speaker, teacher, preacher and ambassador with

more than a decade of skill. As a modern day thought leader she

partners with organizations, groups and persons to empower them in

their now and in their next. Experience Tamara through interactive

workshops, consulting, fireside chats, ceremonies, keynote talks that are

either in person, by webinar, or in the metaverse.
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hello@thetamararavelo.com

www.thetamararavelo.com

+917-727-9982

TAMARA
RAVELO, 
MBA

Connect on social media @thetamararavelo


